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Abstract 

As documents of aural events, remaining texts of Ancient Greek Dramas present 
different kinds of organization of sound data. 

Metrical design is one of them. It  indicates play structure, body movements at 
stage, vocal performances, and instrumental rhythmic guides. There were more aural 
events than speech communication: choreographic activities (steps, clapping hands, 
body percussion,  vocal percussion) and musical instruments accompanying. And all of 
them  were replied by a sometimes noisy audience, projecting into the acoustic space of 
the theatre a shared, collective sound experience.   

The aim of this paper is a methodological approach to contextualize performa-
tive aspects of greek meter in order to subsidize  further  propositions of new objects e 
researches in Acoustics of Ancient Theatre.   

So as to do that I present a metrical analysis of oppening anapaests of Aeschy-
lus’ Suppliants and it’s choreographic and percussive reconstruction. Tensions between 
metrical and tonal accents generate aural distinctions that inform choral performances, 
producing links between beats and bits: sequences of weak and strong syllabes manipu-
lates psycoacoustic parameters) by acumulation of temporal and loudness modulation. 
Choral performances organize sound that occurs at the same time and in sequences.  
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1. Introduction 

According to Aristotle, sound production and reception are connected to percussive 
gestures: actual sound requires something that strikes and something being struck (De 
Anima II.8.) 

This preliminary aural phenomenology projects movement and bodies in contact as 
determinants of sound events. 

The choral activity of ancient greek dramas presents the elements described by aris-
totelic sound phenomenology: an ancient greek chorus is a group of bodies that interacts 
with itself and with the audience producing many sounds. 

To access this choral sonority there are two basic ways: following sound references 
in the content of plays and analysing metrical design.  My focus in this paper is on the 
second way. 

In order to to that, let's  procede to a close reading of first entrance of the Chorus 
(parodos) in Aeschylus' Suppliants and its aural simulation.  

 
2. Methods and material 

Aeschylus'Suppliants opens with a chorus of  women fleeing to escape a forced mar-
riage. They arrived at argos seeking for refuge. The first part of the parodos is organized 
in  recitative anapaests.  This is metrical analysis of  the parodos in The Suppliants: 

 

 
 
Based on contrastive duration (long, short), the anapaests systems are associated 

with physical movements of choirs in their entrances and exits.  Its time ratio exhibts a 
balanced proportion 2:2 - two moras (a long or two shorts).  Each sylabe has a temporal 
profile. Regular and recurrent time expresses regular and coordinated movements.  

  But duration is just one of multiple aspects of metrical design: tonal accents marks 
volume, intensity, adding new values to physical actions on stage. 

Thus temporal regularity (pulse) is redefined by accent variation. Time and intensity 
marks are non simultaneous phenomena. The assinchrony between time patterning and 
intensity is exploited in the text to display suppliants ambivalences. In musical notation 
noncoincidence of time and intensity is better represented as follow: 
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Figure 1- music notation 

 
Figure 1 shows two systems: the first is a transcription of metrical scansion in a 

traditional rhythmic notation; the second, a transcription of melodic accents that mark 
volume increase.   

This notation was reprocesses in a Digital audio workstation (DAW) and sound 
files were generated. Hand claps' sounds were assigned to the first system, and acoustic 
bass drum sounds were applied to melodic accents. 

When this sound files are listened, it's possible to perceive how anapaestic 
rhythm is organized by tension between convergent and divergent orientations. In The 
Suppliants the contrast between recurrent time and non-coincidental time and accents 
movement amplifies not only the ambivalence of the character's situation (rape vs. sal-
vation), but also the character's ambivalence (object of violence vs. inflict violence ).  
To the audience this ambivalence is proposed since the beginning of the play by acous-
tic procedures. Listening up to metrical and accent relationship simulated by sound files 
is an alternative to interpret aural experience of an ancient greek tragedy. 

After that is necessary go beyond sound simulation. Because, as sound in classi-
cal era has a percussive, a bodily definition, sound files should be vinculated to perfor-
mative contexts.  

In two experiments I have submitted The Suppliants parodos' sound files to 
dance students in order to see how they answer to aural stimuli. In the first experiment 
dance students were exposed only to sound, without any knowledge about Aeschy-
lus'play.  They were asked to answer physically to sound files. And they have per-
formed a march: in line, they walked as a military group, as the suppliants called them-
selves, stólon ... váion.  So knowing just rhythms they were able to connected sound and 
movement in embodied performances.  Of course they did not dance the same choreog-
raphy that was danced centuries ago. But they face on the same situation using the same 
method.  Exposed to organized sound, they have produced organized movements. 

In the second experiment dance students could read the text using information 
about the play. After this preliminary stage of instruction, they were asked to perform 
again an exercise based on what they learnt about The Suppliants and the sound files. 
The results were totally different. There were no marches, but just stylized movements 
based on contemporary dance aesthetics.  They were more interested in the visual than 
aural dimension of the performance.  
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3. Conclusion 
In conclusion, I'd like to emphasize that how urgent is going back to texts and 

overcome dichotomies between metrics and rhythm in order to achieve approximations 
to aural dimensions of ancient greek plays.  
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